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Annie Dorsen talks to UnA BAUer about various  
dramaturgical mechanisms in operation in her work. this conver-
sation took part in the framework of 10 Days 1 Unity LAB, at the 
museum of contemporary Art in Zagreb, in november 2010. it was 
modified recently, to include some new insights that have devel-
oped since.

UnA BAUer: CAn yoU teLL Us ABoUt yoUr iDeA of A Dirty win-
Dow As A DrAmAtUrgiCAL ConCept? Do yoU CreAte AnALytiCAL 
tooLs somewhere in Between ConCrete reALities AnD totAL AB-
strACtion, AnD stArt from them when yoU mAke yoUr work?

Annie Dorsen: I use the “dirty window” as a metaphor for a certain feeling I 
would like to give the audience. When the window is too clean, the viewer sees straight 
through it to the view beyond; when too dirty, one only sees the window and nothing of 
the outside. So I like a medium−dirty window, in which the gaze is in tension back and 
forth between the view, and the window itself. In other words, sometimes there is an 
absorption in the content as content, and other times a fascination with the thing itself, 
structurally, formally, or as concept. I never started from an idea like this. I generally 
have it in mind as I make the piece, though. I am pretty sure I always start with a con-
tent. And it takes a long time before there is anything like an idea for a performance.

so how Do yoU get interesteD in A CertAin Content? whAt’s 
yoUr CriteriA for Being interesteD in A Content? 

In a way, a very, very obvious content. In 2004 I picked up Alexis de tocqueville 
out of sheer despair that Bush would be elected again. And in 4 years this turned into a 
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piece in which I offered all the “real estate” of time/space inside a performance for sale 
to the public to fill with their own desires/ideas. I kept the title: Democracy in America.

how wAs thAt for sALe? After the show? metAphoriCALLy 
or LiterALLy?

I made a website — people could register, fill out a form with their idea, I would 
get back to them with a price, and they would pay. literally, pay in money to have their 
idea included in the show. the piece was nothing but these ideas of the public. I didn’t 
add anything. I just arranged and implemented.

so whAt kinD of iDeAs were they? Like... i wAnt the ACtor to 
weAr pink? or i wAnt the ACtor to sAy this or thAt? Does the weB-
site stiLL exist?

Some people gave one line of text — some gave a costume idea — or a gesture 
— or a sound — and so on. I let the website expire, it’s gone now, so you can’t see the 
whole list. But I think I made some errors in execution, in fact. I didn’t do enough 
transformation of concepts. I had an idea that I should try to interfere as little as possi-
ble. I saw my role as that of providing a service — rather than “making a piece”. And 
I’m not sure now if that was the right move. I was quite convinced at the time. But I 
wasn’t totally happy with the result. Because of course, everything was transformed 
anyway. I couldn’t get it pure enough.

how DiD it Look Like As A resULt?
It looked like a strange vaudeville. or live television surfing.
so whAt DiD yoU Do if two peopLe proposeD DiAmetriCALLy 

opposeD things? how DiD yoU DeCiDe?
It didn’t actually happen that we were tested this way. We made all purchases 

transparent on the website. So people did start to respond to each other. But no one had 
the idea to purchase, for example, that we should not do something someone else pur-
chased. It’s a pity. 

DiD yoU hAve A prepAreD strAtegy for DeALing with every-
thing? or wAs it DeveLopeD ALong the wAy?

It was developed along the way. We had no idea what sort of things people would 
buy. I imagined people doing much more difficult tests. or purchasing things that were 
not physically possible, or that would have required millions of dollars or something.

BUt yoU DiDn’t offer Anything in ADvAnCe? it wAs ALL their 
propositions?

We had categories on the site. So there was a category for text options, movement 
options, abstract concepts. I would love to do it again. And get it stronger in the execution. 

it mUst hAve Been reALLy fUn to Do. 
It was great in the development. And the concept and all the work leading up to 

the concept. the final product was… Well, let’s say many people are very fierce in their 
love for the piece, but I am not entirely satisfied. 

DiD yoU get Any feeDBACk from those who BoUght it?
yes. one or two were disappointed that we didn’t transform their idea into 

“Art”. they wanted to see their idea woven into some kind of seamless whole with the 
others. other people were happy because they got their words on stage. there was a 
poet from canada, a real disaster — in fact, it’s his text we use for I miss [1] — complete-
ly shit poet — and he was soooo happy that hIS WorDS were spoken onstage in new 
york city. It made his life, I think. I should really write him to tell him about the film, 
that it is being screened in los Angeles at a big film festival and so on. 

DiD they feeL they hAD some ownership of the pieCe?
Well, right, it was their idea, we did it as precise as possible according to their 

description. If they were not happy, then I guess they wanted to see something that is not 
what they said they wanted.

how DiD yoU DeAL with the DrAmAtUrgiCAL strUCtUre? how 

[ 1 ] 
Annie: the poem as 
originally submitted is a 
rather soupy love poem, 
a man telling his ex-girl-
friend all the things he 
misses about her, her 
perfume, her laugh, and 
so on. i created a single-
shot film of a 5-year old 
girl reading the poem. 
or rather, she is being fed 
the lines by an off-stage 
female voice, and she 
repeats them. it is shot 
quite close up, the 
camera still on the girl’s 
face, and as the viewer 
sees her face so intimately, 
various processes become 
visible — issues of 
cultural formation, lan-
guage, the notion of 
acting, a widening split 
between words and their 
meanings. At times the 
girl seems to have no idea 
what she says, the words 
are just sounds she re-
peats, at other times she 
latches onto a phrase she 
recognizes, or she gets 
uncertain about a state-
ment whose atmosphere 
she can sense, but doesn’t 
totally get. i miss is about 
being able to watch 
language preced-
ing understanding, and 
how it forms our 
identities without our 
participation.
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DiD yoU DeCiDe whAt Comes After whAt? BeCAUse this soUnDs 
Like An ACCUmULAtion of iDeAs. 

It was like making a collage. I didn’t develop a good procedure for this. It was 
too chaotic a process. 

okAy, BUt in A CoLLAge yoU Don’t hAve temporALity. 
yes. And a two−dimensional collage is not linear. So, Democracy is a linear, time−

based collage. But in fact we did do quite some simultaneous stuff — so not purely linear. 
BUt DiD yoU Do Any kinD of DeCision−mAking ABoUt whAt 

Comes when, or were yoU jUst Doing stUff in the orDer thAt peo-
pLe were pAying for them?

no, I made decisions. Again, not a very pure process. An area I’d like to think 
more about if I ever do it again. In one sense it’s the key question. to also understand 
that the space and time of a performance are not neutral. there is a power dynamic in 
this space. 

Do yoU think yoU woULD DeveLop some kinD of proCeDUre 
thAt woULDn’t invoLve yoU seConD time AroUnD?

We alluded to this with some purchases. We sold the first word at a much higher 
price. And the last word. But we didn’t do enough thinking about how to valuate the time/ 
space. Where is the good time slot? Is the first ten minutes best? or the last five? When 
is attention highest and so on? As though you were buying advertising space on tv.

yoU were offering CAtegories in the Beginning. 
And, sadly, but not surprisingly, most people stuck to them. 
...AnD these CAtegories were Common sense CAtegories.
yes. 
…whiCh is, in A wAy, the most neUtrAL strAtegy of Doing it.
It did seem so. But I wonder if, in fact, it could also have been just a simple form. 

no categories, just a blank box for the user to input their idea without guidance. 
yes, thAt woULD hAve Been interesting. BeCAUse A strUC-

tUre woULD hAve evoLveD AnywAy. 
yes, when people see what the others did before, then something might develop 

between them, with less of my direction. 
DiD yoU hAve ChArACters As CAtegories? BeCAUse thAt is 

ALreADy so Defining. 
We offered the chance to assign a name to one of the actors. But no one did this. 
how DiD yoU Define the priCe?
Again, quite arbitrary. Based on amount of labour, materials needed (if any) and 

amount of performance time the idea would take. So, actually, not so arbitrary. 
whAt ABoUt ConCepts?
concepts were expensive. themes were cheap. highest priced item was the 

interpretation.
how DiD yoU Do interpretAtion? i meAn... how Do yoU inter-

pret within the performAnCe?
Part one of the interpretation agreement: I agreed that in all future discussions 

of the project (public or private, for press, no matter what) I would use the buyer’s in-
terpretation as the official interpretation. Part two: was a kind of certificate for the buy-
er with the agreement. Part three: the interpretation would be made available in the 
evening program as a separate sheet.

  so if yoU toLD A Different interpretAtion yoU CoULD Be 
sUeD?

exactly. I would be talking with you in those terms now. But no one bought it. It 
was very expensive.

how mUCh wAs it? 
$2500. But we did a half price sale towards the end. maybe it’s not so much that 
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I’m unsatisfied with the result as I am unsatisfied with the public’s behaviour!
woULD yoU Agree to Any kinD of interpretAtion? sAy A to-

tALLy rAnDom one. Like this is A show ABoUt A BUnCh of ALiens 
trying to kiDnAp the presiDent of the UsA. even thoUgh no AL-
iens were there AnD no presiDent wAs there. 

Sure. no problem. or “the piece is really about Annie Dorsen’s latent paedophilia 
and rampant drug addiction” and so on.

whAt were the themes?
no one bought themes either. the public was awful basically.
so whAt were they BUying mostLy? sUggesting Lines for the 

text?
lines of text, lighting idea, movement ideas, a song, actions.
  yes, ConCrete stUff. thAt yoU CAn “see” the immeDiAte 

vALUe of.
correct. Quite boring.
yes, it is very preDiCtABLe BehAvioUr... AnD not reALLy 

entrepreneUriAL if yoU think ABoUt it.
People could have bought absolutely anything, including the right to claim au-

thorship of the performance for example. they could have really tested the idea. But 
they didn’t. So in the end the politics of the piece remained a bit inert.

weLL, yoU woULD hAve Been in troUBLe if they DiD.
But it would have been great to be displaced — to have sold my country, so to 

speak… there was one consortium. A group got together to buy a more expensive thing. 
But it wasn’t very interesting. they bought that we had to make an audience member 
strip at every showing. And if we couldn’t convince anyone, we would have to cancel the 
rest of the performance. But every night, someone stripped. I can imagine doing the piece 
in Zagreb and getting a very hard time — people asking complex questions.

so in A wAy, yoUr own DrAmAtUrgiCAL ConCept DefeAteD 
yoU BeCAUse its potentiALity wAs fAr more interesting thAt its 
ACtUALity.

yes. Also true about the new piece, hello hi there (2010), by the way. or at least 
I thought that might be true after the first few performances. now that we’ve been tour-
ing for a while, yes, I understand something different about how the piece functions. In 
fact it is very sensitive to group dynamic — because the computers don’t give anything 
back, as it were, they are unaware of how the audience is responding — so night to night 
the energy of the room is entirely a product of the audience’s energy. most nights it works 
great, exactly what I would wish, multiple responses, always changing — but we’ve had 
a few performances when the audience seemed to make a group decision that the piece 
is just very funny, or boring…and then you can feel all the thinking in the room turn off. 
But still I have the feeling that the entire range of consequences of the piece doesn’t totally 
get actualized within the hour−long experience of the piece. maybe it continues to open 
up for people in the hours or days after.

why DiD this new pieCe DefeAt yoU?
A good question — why is the potential more interesting that the result in this 

case? I think because in theory one understands the contingency at work, the potential 
alternate choices the bots could make, and the liveness of the operation. In actual, you 
see only one linear path through the database, and it’s hard to really feel that there 
were other options, and that the computers are making choices in every second. that’s 
maybe one part of it. humans make all kinds of funny faces while we think. computers 
have no visible process in that sense. 

so yoU Don’t hAve the feeLing of ContingenCy, BUt jUst De-
terminAtion.

yes — we tried to show some of the inner processing. We made a little application 
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that bounced the processing onto the screen. An application that showed the console 
working. A graphic representation of the processing. like a diagram. And it helped. 
But didn’t solve this. 

i see yoU hAve Chomsky. how DiD yoU get into this DeBAte?
the performance always starts with: “the pursuit of this discussion, I fear, will 

inevitably lead to the question of meaning.” In fact I started the concept with the 
chomsky−foucault debate. I was interested in this big meeting between two legendary 
thinkers, and in the fact that they communicated extremely badly. So I got interested in 
the failure of dialogue to advance thought. then I was also interested for two other rea-
sons. the proposal of chomsky, that all humans everywhere have enormous creative 
and political potential because they can invent new speech — this seemed challenged in 
a rather beautiful way by chatbots, who invent new language but … are they creative? 
Do they have “political potential?” then, too, I was interested in this moment of the early 
1970s, when there was still some feeling in the air that revolution was possible — or, 
you could say, that feeling was freshly dead. And there seemed to be a kind of rhyme with 
the freshly dead optimism of AI developers, who thought in the 1960s that they could 
quite soon crack the code of human language production and create genuine thinking 
machines. By the early 1970s they realized —ah, perhaps not, it’s not so simple after all. 
So in both the debate and in the technology there is a feeling of fading optimism, of rec-
onciling with failure.

Do yoU know ALL the textUAL options of response... or is 
thAt ALwAys rAnDom?

I know most of them by now. the database has about 3000 statements. So in a way 
it’s not so big. And I adjusted things if they were consistently doing something horrible.

so the Answer CoULD Be Any of the 3000 stAtements? or not?
no, because it uses pattern−matching. So in practice there are not so many options 

for each statement. Sometimes as few as two. Sometimes as many as twenty. But usually 
not more. And of course, for creating a performance this is quite important because it 
means I can mess around with it until it has the potential to make a sort of sense. 

so woULD yoU sAy thAt there is some sort of Liveness in the 
performAnCe? 

oh yes. It is live.
where is the Liveness?
In the computers. they are running live. they are not playback machines. they 

are generating a new script.
BUt there is A finite nUmBer of ComBinAtions?
now, you could also argue — that because they have such a limited data-base, this 

affects somehow the question of liveness. But then I think we get into very interesting 
ontological territory. 

is Liveness DefineD By ArBitrAriness? whAt Are the proper-
ties thAt mAke something “Live”?

 We know the capacity for death is one. But “live” performers are not often dying. 
But they could. there is a nice text by Philip Auslander about chatbots [2], if you would 
ask for proof of liveness, this is the direction I would go. that liveness itself becomes a 
very muddy concept when you are dealing with chatbots.

yes, they Are not often Dying BUt the possiBiLity thAt they 
might is whAt gives it some sort of AUrA.

yes, this is what herbert Blau writes in response to Auslander [3]. Auslander 
writes that chatbots are the locus of a new kind of crisis of liveness. 

it is not sUper interesting if yoU hAve onLy two options: 
DeAD or ALive....

no, it’s not a good argument. I can imagine all sorts of contemporary situations 
that seem to operate in a grey area between live and not−live. you feel that I am live 
now while we talk on skype?

[ 3 ] 
Auslander quotes 
herbert Blau, “Blooded 
thought: occasions of 
theatre” (new york: 
performing Arts Journal
publications, 1982), p. 134. 
“in a very strict sense, 
it is the actor’s mortality 
which is the actual sub-
ject [of any performance], 
for he is right there dying 
in front of your eyes.” 
Blau responds in the 
same issue: 
“human nature of the 
bot: a response to philip 
Auslander”, 
pAJ: A Journal of 
performance and Art, 70 
(volume 24, number 1), 
January 2002, pp. 22−24.

[ 2 ] 
philip AUslAnDer, 
“live from cyberspace: 
or, i was sitting at my 
computer this guy 
appeared he thought i 
was a bot”,  
pAJ: A Journal of 
performance and Art, 70 
(volume 24, number 1), 
January 2002, pp. 16−21
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yes.
Because you don’t know what I will say next?
no.
or because what I say is responsive to what you say?
no.
or because I remember what we’ve been talking about and could go back to earlier 

threads and pick them up again (chatbots cannot do that, except by accident). What is it?
i gUess Liveness is imAgineD, it is fAntAsizeD. 
yes, I think so too.
i gUess i ALwAys fiCtionALize AnD Anthropomorphise every-

thing. i tenD to treAt vArioUs things As if they Are ALive... sAy my 
friDge.

you don’t need to anthropomorphize me, I come that way already.
i Do A Bit ACtUALLy. 
Because at the moment I am just words appearing on a screen. In the Auslander 

article, he writes about this potential confusion, that in a chatroom it could happen very 
easily that people could think you were a bot. And in fact, it does happen very often. he 
doesn’t go so far in the text, but you could go quite far — how would you prove that you 
are not a bot? In a chatroom full of anonymous people, whom you don’t know, have no 
shared history with, etc.

i gUess this is the CompLex qUestion of Ai. BUt if yoU were to 
sUmmArize whAt we DisCUsseD here, how woULD yoU DesCriBe 
the Links Between DemoCrACy in AmeriCA AnD heLLo hi there in 
terms of DrAmAtUrgiCAL orgAnizAtion? CAn yoU DesCriBe these 
two pieCes in reLAtion to the iDeA of post−hoC DrAmAtUrgy we 
DisCUsseD At the LAB?

I suppose in both pieces I was looking for a procedure or mechanism that would 
sort of unfurl the performance, in which many of the aesthetic choices and large aspects 
of the so−called creative work are displaced, or you could say, subcontracted. ha. In the 
lAB we read a text called “Procedural rhetoric,” a chapter of a book on gaming. I got 
a bit over−invested in the title of the text, because I have been calling what I’m doing 
“procedural dramaturgy.” It’s related to but a bit distinct from the well−known Sol 
leWitt definition of conceptual art [4]. I am attached to this notion of a machine for ma-
king performances, but I don’t call the execution a “perfunctory affair,” nor do I find 
that all of the decisions are made beforehand. It is a collaboration, somehow, between 
me and the concept. the concept guides the execution, perhaps, as a full partner in the 
creation, but the concept is not my boss. In computer programming, there is a constant 
testing of the code; the programmer writes a little program to do something, then sees 
what it does, then adjusts it, then tests again. Back and forth, again and again. So the pro-
cess is not nearly as pure as the one leWitt describes. It’s much dirtier. But also some-
how respectful of both the human and the algorithm. In the program for hello hi there 
I use the phrase, “an intimate collaboration between man and machine.” And I think 
it’s like this: partners. As we always are with the tools we develop and use; they develop 
and use us back. We modify each other, continually.

[ 4 ]
“in conceptual art the 
idea or concept is the 
most important aspect 
of the work. when an 
artist uses a conceptual 
form of art, it means 
that all of the planning 
and decisions are made 
beforehand and the ex-
ecution is a perfunctory 
affair. the idea becomes 
a machine that makes 
the art.” 
from “paragraphs on 
conceptual Art,” 
Artforum, June 1967
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